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Urban Media Lab: Waste | 2 Paper
By: Ray Pfaff
Yeong Ran Kim

This pamphlet documents seminar research and projects for Urban Media Lab: Waste, a
project-based seminar taught by Jessica Blaustein in the New School Department of Media Studies
and Film, Spring 2011. All documentation has been produced solely for educational purposes,
for private use by its contributors and not for commercial distribution to others. NO part of this
pamphlet may be used, reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means for non-educational
purposes.

Paper Waste Stream Intro
Paper is arguably the most important invention in the history of the advancement of civilization.
As a result of paper, recorded history grew as well as literacy. Lessons of the past coupled with the
growing education of the masses have made paper an instrumental factor in the growth of human society.
As long as paper has existed however we have yet to determine a proper way in dealing with its disposal.
The United States Environmental Protection Agency has concluded that as of 2009 that 28.2% of all
Municipal Solid Waste within the United States was composed of paper-based refuse. To put that into
further perspective over a quarter percent of 243 million tons of waste created within the United States
alone was paper based.
The issue then becomes where it all goes. The Environmental Protection Agency has paper at
over 35% of all waste found within landfills. While paper is biodegradable it requires key conditions to
be properly broken down. Paper can easily be broken down in a few weeks within a compost but can
survive for years in an arid landfill. Part of the problem is the institutional categorizing of paper as
recyclable or not. The New York City Department of Sanitation defines recyclable and non-recyclable
paper based goods as the following:

Paper has several grey and conditional areas of what can be considered recyclable and what is
purely ‘trash’. It is not all too surprising that so much of the waste in landfills is comprised of paper and
why many people have a difficult time discerning what is paper refuse and removing it. It is reasons like
this that informal means of discard can occur. Used books can be found on coffee shop table, in
cardboard boxes outside of libraries and even just bound and left on the corner of the street outside of
an apartment building. These methods may seem lazy but perhaps for these individuals they find it
difficult to discard information and instead of recycling or throwing out a book or pamphlet are hoping
someone will find and make use of them. In Mitchell Duneier’s ethnographic work Sidewalk, which
describes the lives of street vendors in New York he gives a passage of how some of these men acquire
their books. “I saw that around twenty percent of them came from people in the neighborhood who
would drop off their used books… And another main twenty percent-mostly used- came from
scavengers.” (Duneier, 218) People are recognizing the value of used paper products and the information
they contain and are looking to find a cause for them outside of the disposable system.Thus, we newly
define paper waste stream, which includes informal practices as well. It is divided into three parts: (
1) papers that are immediately discarded, (2) papers that are circulated, (3) papers that are placed in
elsewhere.
We are particularly interested in part three, understanding the medium of used paper as a source
of memory and as an item of emotion. It reflects the ways in which people engage paper in terms of
personal or collective memory so that they do not, or cannot easily discard. Papers in this stream are
often ambiguous – upon perspectives, they can become precious material to be preserved whereas
others would simply discard. Paper is a very graphic and textually rich medium of information and as
this case study is presented we will follow suit with these elements and provide the viewer with an
understanding of these unique waste streams with potent examples of the power that paper can hold.
Based on this perspective, Ray conducted an ethnographic research that examines personal value of
paper preservations and Ran did a fieldwork in the Lesbian Herstory Archives in order to investigate
collective scale of paper preservations.

The Secret Treasures of Old Paper, Value for Today
By: Ray Pfaff
Somewhere in all our homes, be it the home of our childhood or the current place we now
live in resides a collection of things. These ‘things’ could exist for all sorts of
different reasons within our lives for function, design or pleasure. The aspect that connects them all
is the simple fact that at one point we chose them. In an NPR interview Conan Neal spoke with
Professor William Davies King back in 2008 about his book that he just released, Collections of Nothing.
During this interview Professor King expressed his view of his collection as more than an assortment of
objects. “Absolutely, it's a definition to me. And I think pretty much everyone's stuff is a definition.” (King)
Going on this notion we own objects to project meaning into our lives or out to others conveying
ideas we want them to associate with us. The new sports car in the drive way may make us feel important
and suggest to others that we are successful or adventurous but what happens the day it rusts and breaks
down? Is it discarded or held onto? The fate of the sports car, of all our objects depends on the value we
associate with it that goes beyond dollars. In the same interview Professor King points to the notion of
sentimental value in collecting. “The notion of the souvenir is pretty close to the idea - the collectible,
a souvenir, something you hold on to just because it brings you to a memory. And for many people, the
collected objects really are just souvenirs in profusion.” (King) Personal attachment is a key reason behind
most if not all saved objects. The real question ultimately boils down to what is being saved and
what is your attachment to it?
In the introduction of this case study it was stated that over 35% of all Municipal Solid Waste found
in landfills within the United States as of 2009 were paper based. This over abundance can be attributed to
the grey areas that paper products can find themselves listed in regards to being recycled.

As a result many informal methods of discarding or ‘donating’ books and magazines have occurred
throughout the years. Used books and magazines have been picked up on corners and kept or resold by
street vendors or to second hand stores. Some are even simply brought to libraries or the Salvation Army
in hopes of being reused. Why is so much effort focused around books and magazines outside of the
conventional system of refuse? Is it possible that the nature of books and other paper goods as a medium
of information perturbs people to the point they do not want to throw away knowledge? This is said half
jokingly as I fully believe it is without question a driving reason behind magazines and books appearing
on street vendor tables, in second hand stores and are donated for reuse. It also brings into question the
issue of the information that people are not looking to part with, the kind that brings a level of defining to
their lives. The paper that houses the information that we need as individuals to be the people we are.
In 1998 Martin Davis a golf historian of world renown was beginning his research to write a book
on one of the greatest players the game has ever seen, Bobby Jones. His research took him to Atlanta and
more specifically to a law firm started by Jones’ son. He was given the opportunity to look through
personal effects that the Jones Family had kept. During his search he made a discovery of a black box
housing pictures and instructions by Jones that were never printed in mass publication. “I was holding
something like lost treasure, something that probably hadn't been looked at for more than 60 years.” (Davis)
In the case of Martin Davis he discovered something the Jones family did not even realize they had. My
interest does not lie in finding forgotten treasures but discovering the reasons people keep their own
personal treasures.
In this essay I will be sharing with you the outcome of my urban research into the world of
forgotten and cherished paper. We will look at different examples of individuals throughout New York and
look to understand what they are keeping and the value behind the information that has kept these items
from entering the latter stages of the waste stream for paper. For my research I meet with five individuals

of various ages and locations in New York. I presented my research as an interest for an art series
in which I was looking to create collages composed of paper items that individuals were holding
onto. They were informed that the items could be anything they were willing to share as long as
they were composed of paper and that they tell me about what the items mean to them. For the
collage I allowed the individuals to chose between arranging the items for a photograph or allowing
me to photograph each individually and create a digital montage later. All participants were
promised a digital and print out version of their collages. The reasoning for the latter parts is an
interest in interjecting an element of digitizing. Many publishing companies are facing hard times
with a lessen demand for print. I’m curious to see if individuals holding onto to paper material
would prefer or even want a digital version of that information.
In order to give my gracious hosts an idea of what it was I was looking to do I made my own
collage. It featured my first two Communication textbooks Introduction to Communication Studies
and Propaganda Techniques, a photograph of my father playing hockey with me as a little kid, a
copy of Hockey Digest’s May 1998, a copy of Marvel Comic’s Marvel Milestone Edition: Doctor
Doom and my ticket to the Marvel Entertainment private screening of Iron Man. The textbooks are
now outdated sources of educational material but for me were part of classes that ultimately
caused me to make Communication Theory and Graphic Design my two areas of study in college
and consequently my academic passions. The comic book is part of a series in 1991 in which
Marvel reprinted iconic issues of past titles. This one in particular is the first appearance of Doctor
Doom in Fantastic Four #5 (1962). Its value is at best five dollars but for me it was the first comic I
bought with my own money as a child and it was the reason I wanted to work for Marvel
Entertainment growing up. The ticket was to the private screening of Iron Man for all Marvel
employees before the movie’s official release in 2008. I had just finished my internship at this

time for Marvel and was about to start my employment for them, which lasted about a year.
Hockey was a major bonding experience between me and my father growing up and in an odd way
had a great deal to do with my understanding and defining of hard work and dedication. The
picture is of my father and I playing hockey when I was very small. It is probably one of the first
times for me. The magazine is an issue of Hockey Digest, which ceased publication as of 2008,
from May 1998. The cover shows Steve Yzerman who at the time was the captain of the Detroit
Redwings. In 1997 the Redwings won the Stanley Cup and shortly after several members of the
organization were injured in a car accident. One of them, a player, Vladimir Konstantinov suffered a
severe head injury and paralysis. The following season the Redwings dedicated the season to their
fallen friend and sought a second title wearing patches that read, “Believe” in his honor. I watched
them win in 1998 and Konstantinov was wheeled out on to the ice and the Stanley Cup was placed
on his lap and the whole team traveled around the rink with him leading the way. It was at this time
I started following Steve Yzerman’s career more closely and ever since have always felt fortunate to
be in good health and to be able to continue to do the things I love. Yzerman retired in 2006 after a
playoff run that saw the forty one year old take a physical beating and struggle just to skate at
points. In the final game the camera cut to him in pain on the bench, the final seconds running
down on the clock and back to him on the bench wih his head down crying. It was the last game he
played and anyone who saw it that game knew it, I was teary eyed. My collage shows items that I
have kept that remind me of my passions and show the major impacts they have left on me in
shaping my persona. I did not expect any of my participants to touch on anything highly emotional
but wanted to offer them an example, which would let them know it was okay to do so.

Ray’s Collage, New York. 10 April. 2011. Personal photograph by Ray Pfaff. PDF file

The first individual I worked with is a friend of mine named Vincent. Vin is a twenty-four year
old living in Brooklyn that I have known for over fifteen years. He spent about twenty minutes as we
spoke going through his apartment and grabbing things that I would assume no one else knew they
were there. He created a collection of books and personal items ranging from a photo to a drawing to
a letter and the envelope it was in. The books were three textbooks The Principles of Learning and
Behavior, Psychological Theories of Religion, Invitation to the Psychology of Religion and the other book
was entitled PostSecret. He told me that the textbooks were of particular interest for him as a Psychology
major and as someone who is not religious. He is highly interested in what causes mass devotion to
relgion the way I find myself intrigued with the influence of propagandized media messages. The book is a
collection of messages and images compiled by individuals that were submitted anonymously, regarding
the book he said, “Reading through the book and getting glimpses into the lives of complete strangers
and hearing about their struggles with infidelity or just dealing with their own emotions is very interesting.
You get these honest pieces and moments of someone’s life that really could be anyone and at points
even yourself. It makes you think.” The drawing is his own reproduction of a scene from his favorite
comic book growing up Death of Superman, which is surrounded by Russian text. He explained that
he did it for a high school Russian class and he kept it because to him there was something special
about having a scene from an American comic book about one of the most famous American super
heroes surrounded by Russian text. The photograph was from when he was twelve years old, it’s a
picture of his family during a vacation to Universal Studios on the Men In Black Ride. He regards it as
one of his favorite memories with his family. The note and envelope were from a New Year’s Eve party
he threw three years ago. He admits to not remembering the night but kept the letter because it
reminds him that at his worst state he had friends who care for him and it reminds him of a state of
complete vulnerability he never wants to experience again. It’s a reminder of a scary yet heartwarming
life lesson. When I asked him what the collages says about him he replied, ”I would like to think it
shows a progression of my life from a child to now and gives a glimpse to the lessons I’ve learned and
the thoughts and topics that interest me. When I look at this pile of paper I find myself reflecting on
different things. I hope it would give someone else that, something to reflect upon and consider.”

Vin’s Collage, New York. 21 April. 2011. Personal photograph by Ray Pfaff. PDF file

The second individual was the lone stranger within my urban research. While at my mechanic
in Staten Island waiting for an oil change I began talking to a forty year old gentlemen who was waiting
for his inspection. We got to talking about cars and I happened to mention I wish I could find an old
1970’s Trans AM which by chance had one and invited me over to see it. The day I went to visit my new
friend Dave was the day I went to do my first interview and collage. He noticed my camera and asked if I
wanted to take a few pictures. I told him I would love to but mentioned that I had it because of research
I was doing. He was curious so I gave him a brief pitch of the project. His lone response was,
“Wait here. I have something to show you.” A few minutes later Dave re appeared with the keys to his
shed. After five minutes of shifting through an assortment of various items we found the box he was
looking for. “I grew up with Pontiac cars” he said, “I guess you could say during my early midlife crisis
I decided to find a Trans AM like the one I had in high school. A friend helped me out and eventually I
bought this one from an older gentleman in Pennsylvania. The day I went to pick it up this box was in
the passenger seat. He told me this box was everything I needed to take care of his old friend.” After a
few minutes of carefully going through the items Dave and/or the Trans AM’s collage was set up.
It contained the original laminated order form from the day the first owner called up Pontiac and placed
the order for the car, two stickers that the car came with that were not installed (on being a miniature
logo and the other a miniature Trans AM bumper sticker), the original product manual for that car’s
production year, a performance magazine for parts for 1960’s and 1970’s Firebirds and Trans AM’s and
an aftermarket magazine from 1992 for reproduction parts. There were also three binders filled with
original installation and repair manuals for the 1978 Trans AM that were used in Pontiacs production
plants. They were omitted because Dave felt they were not aesthetically pleasing for the collage.
When asked what the collage means he said, ”I think it shows a history of the car and its components
as a vehicle but shows personality. I think most of the time we just see objects as things used by people
but they have histories too. This car we can actually sit down and go through this box to learn everything
about it. I think that’s pretty special.”

Dave’s Collage, New York. 21 April. 2011. Personal photograph by Ray Pfaff. PDF file

My third interviewee had to cancel on me last minute. Luckily for me my good friend Christine
was able to not only provide one but two collages. Christine is a twenty six year old who recently
moved from her family home in Staten Island to an apartment in Manhattan. The apartment is small and
she works nonstop to keep it but for her it is her own little Shangri-La. The collages she offered me were
items that existed in her family’s house on Staten Island and the other in her current apartment. We’ll
discuss each in this order. Her first collage from her family’s home consisted of seventeen cards and a
diary she kept. When I asked her why so many cards she told me she felt guilty throwing them away.
“I don’t know why I have so many and I know I have more somewhere. I guess its because throwing away
a card someone gave you is like throwing a way a picture of them. Their mark is on it and I guess even
if it’s just a stupid birthday card that took seconds to fill out I keep it as a reminder of them.”
She explained to me that the diary started out, as a journal but eventually became a pad to jot thoughts
in and ultimately was left alone. The second collage was far less personal. It consists of a ripped brown
paper Bloomingdale’s bag with bills and statements amongst other pieces of important personal mail
spilling out over manuals for furniture and appliances with the apartment. There is also a copy of
bon appétit, which she has yet to use a recipe from. She explained the two collages as different points
in her life. The first shows her more carefree side full of emotional attachment in the cards coupled with
the diary, which shows the beginning of her need to separate herself from things and push to make her
own life. The second collage shows her current state and busy life full of things she now has to deal
with like putting together her own furniture, bills and various payments with a subtle reminder of things
she would rather be doing like trying a new recipe. “Its sad in a sense, I guess but looking at these two
collages I really believe they just show the transition that we all go through. Its part of life and life is tough.
You need to pay the bills and grow up and handle things for yourself. Priorities we have and what we
think really matters can change. I think that’s the message I want them to tell. Also that even as you
struggle to get things done don’t forget what you really want, be it a dessert from your favorite magazine
or something else.”

Christine’s Collage, New York. 26 April. 2011. Personal photograph by Ray Pfaff. PDF file

Christine’s Collage2, New York. 27 April. 2011. Personal photograph by Ray Pfaff. PDF file

I would like to take this time before moving on to my final interview to discuss the importance
of periodicals. Both Christine and I made use of periodicals in our collages that are very different they
still share a common them. In 2008 Hockey Digest printed its final issue. bon appétit is a magazine
considering a drastic reduction on print production. One of Christine’s other favorite publishers Gourmet
is already out of print. With advancements in digital media and the use of mobile devices with enhanced
visual capabilities many print publishers are facing hard times. This does not mean however that old
printed material is in essence worthless. A Style Weekly article entitled “Paper Trail- In a digital age, John
Whiting buys and sells a fading past.” The article focuses on John Whiting and his shop Whiting’s Old
Paper, which deals in the sale of paper based items from the 18th and 19th century. From various
magazine prints to world-renowned newspapers it all can be found at Whiting’s if you have the patience
to look. Hollywood made use of Whiting’s collection of Life Magazine for the movie A Beautiful Mind.
The majority of visitors Whiting gets are students looking for inspiration or collectors looking for a rare
piece. In certain cases newspapers from specific years are highly valued one collector said, “1880s will
disintegrate because of their high wood pulp content. There will be fewer of them too, creating a lost
generation of select and very rare paper.” (Paper Trail) As for Whiting himself he believes that paper will
always have a place in the world based off of personal value. “Long story short, nostalgia primarily
drives the old paper market,” says the man with the graying ponytail, standing in the midst of a stack of
old magazines. “There's a sixth sense that tells you if something is valuable. People who run across
stashes of old paper products in garages and attics sometimes rely on emotional appeal rather than
historical market value in deciding what to do with them.” (Paper Trail)

My final interview was a rather interesting one for me. I conducted this last interview with my
eighty-year-old grandfather. It took a while to convey the point of the project across to him which he
seemed more bothered with the notion of having to go get something than his interest in sharing his
prized papers. I half expected him to share a family photo album or something readily available in the
closet. Instead he told me to go into the basement and grab the cardboard on the shelf that looks like
fake wood paneling. In doing so I brought to him a cardboard box that would reveal to me one of the
things that grumpy old man couldn’t help but smile over. As he went through the box pulling out trophies,
psychedelic styled photo albums, and several rolls of old beat up electric tape he handed me a letter.
The letter was addressed to the parents of Staten Island children to join the Staten Island Roller Hockey
League. The letter is dated June 1978 and explains how the league is now a charter after losing funding
from the city and is run solely by local parents who want to keep hockey alive for their kids. The letter
goes on to explain the dynamic of the league. It goes into its clinics, divisions and explains registration
and fees. The letter became part of the collage along with two programs from the league’s second annual
awards dinner in 1976 and its tenth anniversary awards dinner in 1984. The first we opened to the pages
showing my father’s team The Warriors and my grandfather’s team The Titans, which my uncle played on.
The latter we opened to his letter to the league as its president, it was his farewell letter as the head of
the league and his return to coaching the following year. We made use of several photographs. One
showing him giving a speech at an award ceremony, another showing the kids with trophies and finally
an opened photo album showing The Titans with him as the head coach, my father as the assistant and
my uncle as a player. I was fairly surprised to see all of this. It was the first time it was ever being
showed to me. He was the only person I didn’t need to ask to explain the collection.
“It was a long time ago but I remember it all really well. It was a tough thing to keep that league running
without city funding at the level we wanted to but we found a way every year. Seeing stuff like this
always makes you smile. Reminds you that you did something good. What we did for those kids and
having pictures and old pamphlets like this to look back on tells you that you did right by them. It’s
important to have something to be proud of outside of work and your responsibilities. Sometimes you
forget a face stuff like this brings it all back, Makes it worthwhile all over again.”

Pop’s Collage, New York. 1 May. 2011. Personal photograph by Ray Pfaff. PDF file

My research has given me glimpses into the history of several people I have known, and people I just
met as well as a refresher of myself. Everyone I had interviewed with the exception of the woman who
had to cancel and my grandfather for all of fifteen minutes did not want to create a fully digitized collage.
Everyone actually wanted to create the physical composition but seemed indifferent to the thought of
the digital copy. This leads me to believe that the strong connect people have for their kept items, in
this case paper, opens them to the thought of sharing and recording their treasures for others but do
not see a digitized record as in improvement of what they have. I believe people keep things for a reason
and those personally appointed values remove those items from any debate of digitized cataloging for
the future. Yes, paper has a shelf life but it far exceeds our own. What we have in the time we are here
that has significant value to us (even if we don’t look at it for years) exist as a form of memory and
comfort. I would like to close by leaving you with a quote from Terry L. Shoptaugh’s article “Why Do
We Like Old Things? Some Rumination of History and Memory”. In his article he states, “Most people
have sacred relics. Many such treasures are written records of some kind or another. A diary, one's own
or that of a relative, is often such a record.“ The items we keep, especially paper, contain information
about us that can lend others a great deal of information about understanding who we are or who we
were. This case study I have presented shows the course of research involving what paper based
material people are holding on to. The other side of this story is what happens to these types of materials
when that person is no longer here to present them, how if at all can they be preserved? It is an interesting
question which my partner Yeong Ran Kim touches upon in her work.

thinking through papers that are in-between,
in the Lesbian Herstory Archives
By: Yeong Ran Kim

What is waste? One of the definitions of waste as a noun, in Oxford English dictionary, is “material that is
not wanted; the unusable remains or byproducts of something”. (Oxford Dictionaries) This somewhat ambiguous
definition that inevitably invites a point of discussion and contestation over its meaning. In her classic work, Purity
and Danger, an anthropologist Mary Douglas (1966) articulates waste is a constructed concept that is
fundamentally related to our culture of classification. My research focuses on a classificatory mechanism through
which paper materials are filtered and become unwanted, that is, waste, whereas some paper materials are
preserved. I particularly explore paper materials which are not included in the classification of the City of New
York Department of Sanitation and slipped into what I would call - grey area - in paper waste stream. Paper,
compared to other materials in waste, is a crucial medium that contains information and memory as well as
emotion, sensation, and affect. This particular cultural and historical importance that paper has occupied in our
civilization and in everyday practice effects on the classification of paper waste. More importantly, the practices
surrounding the classification of paper waste often related to memories as well as the annihilation of memory.

	
  In order to engage the issues surrounding classificatory mechanism in papers, I decided to pursue a
fieldwork in an archive. Because archive is a place of paper preservation and therefore a place of orders, as
Derrida famously puts in, I thought archive is a relevant place for examining my research interest. I conducted a
field research in the Lesbian Herstory Archives(LHA), located in Brooklyn, Park Slope. During my fieldwork, I
learned the origins of LHA shares a certain anxiety over the stories and lives of numerous lesbians being
disappeared. The LHA, different from many other institutional archives, is voluntarily established by a certain
group of people, lesbians, in order to save their cultural artifacts that are often discarded by homophobic or
indifferent family members. Papers in the archive are not waste anymore, and yet some of them might have been
treated as such, had they not found home in the LHA. Joan Nestle (1990), co-founder of the LHA, expresses such
concern of discarding lesbiansʼ cultural artifacts being treated as waste, in the following: “We spoke of how
families burned letters and diaries, how our cultural artifacts were often found in piles of garbage or on bargain
tables. (…) no more pyres of same-sex love letters.” (Nestle, 90) Since 1975, the LHA has been collecting and
preserving materials of lesbian culture, including mundane papers of laypeople. The LHA has collections of
books, magazines, personal journals, news clippings, bibliographies, photos, historical information, unpublished
papers, conference proceedings, periodicals, diaries, oral histories, poetry and prose, biographies,
autobiographies, notices of events, posters, graphics, artwork, calendars, banners, manuscripts, etc. that are
relevant for lesbiansʼ cultures. Thus, the LHA became an interesting site for me to examine the ambiguous
boundary between waste and non-waste for papers. Papers in the LHA are precious sources for lesbian
community constructing and sharing collective memories, whereas others might consider them waste, like their
indifferent families.

After navigating hundreds of papers in the LHA, I finally encountered papers that embody an anxiety
about being meaninglessly discarded by her families who might not appreciate her life as a lesbian. Her boxes
were placed in a Special Collection room. This category of Special Collection is for preserving individualsʼ
materials, which reflect a famous feminist mantra of the 1970s, “the personal is political”. And I encountered a
woman called K. Krepps, passed away in 90s because of her breast cancer. Leafing through her materials in a
damp basement room, I was able to trace some parts of her life. In her will, she particularly identified some of her
family membersʼ names for their exclusion from a decision making that revolves around the disposal of her
remains.
My project takes a form of photo album that illuminates K. Kreppsʼ life, which might have been
categorized as waste without the LHA. Scanning a few materials selected from her boxes, I try to revive them in a
downloadable digital form. Digitized paper is not necessarily as durable as paper is due to the rapid change of
technology, and yet it creates an instant and wide accessibility. Digitization, which enables quick and wide spread,
is an effective method for my project, rediscovers and strengthens one property of paper – paper as a medium of
memories and emotions.
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